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A combination of Present-day and Traditional Gospel Music with a Unequaled but intimate gospel heavy

with songs which are obviously elysian by God. 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Present-day Gospel, GOSPEL:

Traditional Gospel Decent  In Order Songs Details: Anthony Harrison and Ordered By God-Gospel Music

Ministry are From Rocky Mount, North Carolina, These self-proclaimed babes in the music industry are

making a major impact with a full-grown sound that will surely be a blessing to audiences of all ages for

years to come. Based on the word of God, which says, "Let all things be done, Decently and in Order,"

this project leaves no doubt that the steps of this group are truly ordered by God. Comprised of family and

friends this group has been singing together for nearly five years. In our short tenure, we have been

fortunate enough to share the stage with great artist, such as Luther Barnes, Bill Pickney  The Drifters,

Tommy Ellison, Slim  The Supreme Angels, and Rev. F. C. Barnes, just to name a few. We have stepped

out on faith, to do a Great Work for the Lord. We readily admit that we are just ordinary folk, insignificant

to the world, but striving to be significant within the kingdom of God. Because of our belief in God and

commitment to Gospel music, we continually allow our faith to take us beyond where we are. Armed with

a "Spirit of Excellence" and an overpowering desire to praise and please God, this ministry shows no

signs of slowing down. We combine the musical genres of traditional and contemporary Gospel, along

with praise and worship, to create a Unequaled but intimate Gospel sound. We recently produced our first

CD entitled "Decent  In Order." Once you pick this CD up, it will be hard for you to put it down. It will be

even harder for you to stay down, after it picks you up. The variety and combination of musical styles on

this CD compliment our powerful lyrics and give them national appeal. The contemporary single "You Set

Me Up" takes you on a journey through a personal testimony and the Word of God. Minister Harrison's
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vocal rhythm and delivery slips the word in and you soon find out that you've been "set up" to hear a

sermon, instead of a song. The same stands true with "My Fathers House," where the question is; "Do

you wanna go?" The Worship begins with an Easter tribute to one of the last sayings of Jesus while he

was on the cross, "Father Forgive Them". You will cry tears of joy and not sorrow as the pain from his

crucifixion, turns into a praise, for his resurrection. As you listen to the simple yet satisfying "I've

changed," you find yourself taking a trip back to the beginning of your walk with Jesus. A Parental Prayer

entitled "The Seed" soon follows, which encourages parents to place their children in God's hands to

grow into whatever it is God has purposed for their lives. The expression "Let's, take it to the country"

best describes the tracks "Brick by Brick," "Side By Side," "A Great Reward," and "Jesus Said It." These

songs fulfill the desire for traditional Gospel and will have you dancing and singing in the aisle. This Spirit-

filled CD contains musical selections that truly define the group's motto: "It ain't Gospel if the Gospel ain't

in it." The final track of our CD is a tribute to the members of our Armed Forces, their families, and those

affected by 9/11. "Bless God, America" makes a patriotic plea for America to bless the name of the Lord.

It encourages all people to humble themselves and seek God's face. "Decent  In Order" is definitely,

decent and in order. It is truly a "must hear" and a "must have" for your Gospel music collection. For

Booking Contact: Rena Harrison 5013 Brassfield Drive Rocky Mount N.C. 27803 Email:

RayandRena@earthlink.net
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